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October 2022THE SANGHA STREAM

In the September issue of the Calgary newsletter, the Sangha Stream, I wrote about the experience of witnessing
the light from the setting sun’s rays and how the light broke through the evening clouds. In this issue I would
like to share another experience and it is about a solitary bird that was peacefully flying in the sky. However, I
did not write about my experience in a traditional format. I chose to try and write about my experience using the
ancient Japanese form of Haiku. Haiku’s structure is seventeen syllables and three lines. Line 1 is five syllables,
line 2 is seven syllables, and line 3 is five syllables. What I like about Haiku poetry is the challenge to express
imagery using a limited number of words. I could have tried to capture the moment in one Haiku poem but I
decided to link together a series of poems to tell a story.

I encountered a solitary crow flying in circles under the midday sun. What caught my attention was the crow
seemed to be effortlessly gliding in the air as it continued to form a perfect circle in flight. After observing the
bird for some time, it was noticeable that it was gradually climbing higher and higher after every revolution. I
became mesmerized on the bird’s flight pattern and began to imagine that our spiritual journey might be similar
in pattern. We are continually moving on our journey through life and when we can learn to let go of
attachments, we become free from difficulties and move ever closer to Buddhahood, to the Pure Land.
The following is my attempt at using the Japanese poetry of Haiku. If you have never tried it yourself, I would
recommend it. It is a great way to be creative in expressing one’s observations.



Walking, eyes look down
From above what to be found
Break the trend eyes look upward

Much to my surprise
A solitary crow skyward
Aerial movements

Circling high above
Wings barely moving in flight
Effortless motion

The circle persists
Around and around, it goes
Each circle takes it upwards

Higher and higher
Wonder why this flight pattern
Could be hunting or playing
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Who is to know, not me
Does the crow even see me
Lucky to witness this site

As I watch the bird
I wonder about my path
Toward Nirvana

Is my effort right
In the search for happiness
And trust in the Vow

In Gassho (palms together),
Robert Gubenco Sensei



C E N T E N N I A L  C O N G R A T U L A T I O N S

M E M O R I A L  ( S H O T S U K I )  S E R V I C E

U P C O M I N G  W O R K S H O P S  A N D  E V E N T S
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The temple would like to congratulate long-time member Joe Fukumoto for turning 100 this summer. He has
supported the temple over the years through donations and sharing his carpentry expertise. We wish you good
health and happiness this coming year.
 
 - Calgary Temple Board

Masanori Nishikawa
Sean Reilly

Gerrit Dooge
Richard Kanegawa
Lloyd MacDonald

Florence Shikaze
Jerry Takeda

Toshiko Takeda

The Calgary Buddhist Temple Sangha Engagement is proud to
host this intriguing online presentation by retired Sensei James
Martin on Oct 23rd! 

Our current lifestyle provides us with one of the highest
standards of living with few exceptions. We enjoy all the
comforts, conveniences, leisure time and necessities of life in
abundance. Yet many of us remain in the eternal loop of
thinking more will be better. With all the ‘progress’ humanity
has made, have we maybe forgot our ‘natural’ place in nature
to our own detriment? Could reconnecting with that world be a
path for finding that sweet spot we seek?

Join James and the Sangha in exploring a Buddhist perspective
of our connection to nature and the benefits of such a practice.
Everyone is welcome! 

To register: https://bit.ly/Dog-Frog-23Oct22 

DOGS AND FROGS
Sunday, October 23rd, 2022 @ 1:00pm Mountain

https://bit.ly/Dog-Frog-23Oct22
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In November, the Calgary Buddhist Temple Sangha
Engagement will be giving back to the community which is
an important way of showing you care! Let’s lend a hand
and help those who may be weaker than ourselves. For
more than 60 years, the Calgary Drop-In Centre (the DI)
has been more than an emergency shelter. Rooted in
community and fueled by kindness, the DI provides
essential care, health services, and housing support to
adults experiencing or at risk of experiencing
homelessness.

COMMUNITY OUTREACH IN NOVEMBER
Sunday, November 13th, 2022 from 11:30 am to 1:00pm

Sunday, November 20th, 2022 from 11:30am to 1:00pm

The Temple will be providing lunch service on two Sundays. We can leave after service and walk over to
the DI together or meet there. An online signup will be created and posted soon so stay tuned! Ten
volunteers will be required per service; the minimum age is 16. 

Sign up at https://bit.ly/Volunteer-Nov2022

Classes will be held on Sunday afternoons at The Calgary Buddhist Temple from 1:30 pm – 4:00 pm

The 5 classes are a series and the cost is $225 total including flower material and instruction for Temple
members or $250 for non-members. No refunds for missed classes.

Students must supply their own containers (please ask Rika for suitable size and shape), scissors and kenzan
(frog). Contact Rika if you need help selecting your items but these are not supplied as part of
the lesson.

Rika Saruwatari trained under Ms. Takako Yokoyama, and became a certified Shihan (teacher) in 2012.

Rika’s contact info: rikaandshiro@gmail.com or call 403-701-0390

FALL IKEBANA CLASS
September 11 & 25 - October 16 & 30 - November 13

https://bit.ly/Volunteer-Nov2022


C A L G A R Y  B U D D H I S T  C H U R C H  F U N D R A I S I N G
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Dear Sangha members, Temple friends and
Family,

Fall has arrived and we are busy preparing for our
Annual Chow Mein and Ribs Dinner, (back after 2
years). We have been busy planning and made
mein (noodles) September 23 and 25 in
preparation.

This year, we are trying out a new dinner format:
Take out only.

This simplifies the event in 2 ways, fewer
volunteers are required, and our patrons can eat in
their own smaller social gatherings. As much as
we all miss eating and socializing with the
Sangha, we (the fundraising committee) think that
it is too soon to ask people to sit and eat elbow to
elbow in the confines of our temple.

Please support this fundraiser and take a break
from cooking and cleanup at the same time!

To order tickets, please contact us at email:
CBTchowmeindinner@gmail.com

2022 CHOW MEIN AND RIBS 
TAKE-OUT DINNER
Saturday, October 29, 2022 from 3 to 6 pm

As always, volunteer help is so appreciated. A link to sign up asking for help with dinner preparations
and serving will be sent out in the first weeks of October.

I’d also like to provide a quick update on Mein making this past weekend. With the help of over a dozen
amazing volunteers (and fundraising committee members), working Friday evening and Sunday
morning, many coming for both sessions, we made noodle dough, rolled, cut and fried the mein.

The result of our labours: enough hand crafted, from scratch, mein for the upcoming takeout Chow Mein 
and Ribs dinner, chow mein for upcoming sangha lunches, and about 200 bags of mein to sell.

Thank you volunteers!

If you would like to purchase mein, please contact us by email: CBTchowmeindinner@gmail.com.

- Jean Masuda
On behalf of the CBT Fundraising Committee
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The month of September was the inaugural Ministers’
Appreciation Month – a joint initiative of the JBTC and the
JSBTC Women’s Federation to show appreciation to the Canadian
ministers and assistant ministers for their dedication and
commitment to their sangha and to the communities they serve.

Sincere gratitude was extended to Sensei Robert Gubenco of the
Calgary Buddhist Temple on Sunday, Sept 25 with a card and
Japanese food-filled gift basket presented by Laurie Takeda and
Susan Huntley. Sensei’s dedication to the sangha (community)
and his remarkable ability to share the dharma (teachings) is
greatly appreciated on this day and every day.

MINISTERS’ APPRECIATION MONTH
September 2022

P A S T  W O R K S H O P S  A N D  E V E N T S

Fifty-two invited honorees joined by family members and friends
mingled, laughed, exchanged greetings, renewed friendships,
studied internment family history displays and enjoyed a delicious
luncheon meal at Grey Eagle event centre on Saturday September
17, 2022.

The event recognized the 80th Anniversary of the infamous
Japanese Canadian Internment. Japanese Canadian Internment
Survivors’ Health and Wellness Programming Fund provided the
funding grant. The fund administered by the Nikkei Seniors’
Health Care and Housing Society in BC and was meant to develop
and deliver health and wellness-oriented programming for 

HONOURING OUR PAST REMEMBERING OUR ROOTS
September 2022

internment survivors. As per the May 5, 2021 News Release, the Province of British Columbia provided $2
million to honour Japanese Canadian seniors interned during the Second World War.

The luncheon concluded with a viewing of the 2019 Video entitled Bitter Sweet Trail: Japanese Canadians and
the Alberta Sugar Beets. The video included discussions of how the sugar beets industry in Southern Alberta
impacted those people of Japanese descent displaced from BC west coast during world War II.
This is the link to that video. https://centre.nikkeiplace.org/2020/10/28/bitter-sweet-trail/
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HONOURING OUR PAST REMEMBERING OUR ROOTS - PHOTOS



J U L Y / A U G U S T  D O N A T I O N S

Sunday September 18th several of us worked
to reorganize and catalogue the books in our
library. Many thanks to Masaye, Michael S
and Jasen Rideout.

Thanks also to Jasen for donating books to our
library. One new book now in our collection is
Recovery Dharma: How to Use Buddhist
Practices and Principles to Heal the Suffering
of Addiction.

L I B R A R Y  N E W S
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Temple Donations

Ikuta, Lester
Ikuta, Teruko
Kimura, Alice

Kitagawa, Susan
Kondo, Lido
Konno, Marie

Langton, A
Masuda, Misae

McCormack, Dan

Anonymous
Auld, Belle

Bouchard, Courtney
Dodds, Darlene
Dooge, Frank
Esler, Francis

Gourlay of Southerland, Avro
Greenwood, Monique

Horiguchi, Dave & Tam

Canada Helps Donations

Anonymous
Chen, Nicole
Delisle, Yuri

Ghann, Jameela
Giggs, Melanie
Howard, Leslie

Robson, Tomiko
Stewart, Matthew
Sugimoto, Laura

Sugimoto, Sumire
Wright, Charlene

Miquelon, Dixie
Nishi, Ken and Mary

Nishikawa Family
in memory of Masanori Nishikawa 

Oishi, Jean
in memory of Rocky Oishi

Oishi, Jits
Ota, Fumi

Rideout, Jason
Sakamoto, Louise

Kaminishi, Ed
Martin, James

McCullagh, Bob
Miyanishi, Kiyoko

Musial, Vincent
Nagata, Erin

 Belle Auld and Jasen Rideout

Sano, Tracee
Spierenburg, M

Sugimoto, Takako
Tajiri, June

Takaguchi, Robert and Judy
Tanaka, Margaret
Tanaka, Masaye
Taylor. Jocelynn
Trollope, Chris

 


